TO:

SUNY University Faculty Senate

FROM:

UFS Equity, Inclusion, and Diversity Committee

RE:

Resolution to Ensure Numerous Pathways to Continuing Appointment and
Promotion

DATE:

182nd Plenary, April 11-13, 2019

LOCATION: SUNY Potsdam

RATIONALE:
WHEREAS the SUNY Board of Trustees (BOT) passed a resolution on September 10, 2015, “to make
SUNY the most inclusive higher education system in the country”; and
WHEREAS the number of Historically Underrepresented Minority (HURM) students graduating from NYS
high schools continues to rise; and
WHEREAS in 2018 almost 30% 1 of all SUNY students were Historically Underrepresented Minorities; and
WHEREAS the success and completion rate of these students lags behind those of non HURM students 2;
and
WHEREAS research suggests that HURM students do better when they have HURM faculty and staff that
they can look to as examples and turn to for advice 3; and
WHEREAS SUNY has considerably fewer HURM faculty compared to the number of HURM students 4;
and
WHEREAS SUNY has made little progress over the last 20 years in increasing HURM faculty 5; and
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WHEREAS SUNY has launched PRODiG 6 (Promoting Recruitment, Opportunity, Diversity, Inclusion, and
Growth) with a goal to increase HURM faculty and Women in Stem (WSTEM) to better reflect the
diversity of its students; and
WHEREAS hiring, retaining, and promoting HURM faculty requires significant commitment by campus
administration, faculty, and faculty committees involved in these processes; and
WHEREAS campus Professional Development (PD) structures and Mentoring Programs (MP) play a
significant role in campuses’ abilities to hire, retain, and promote HURM faculty; and
WHEREAS current Professional Development funding often serves to promote an individual faculty’s
research agenda and campus-wide PD programs often offer general pedagogical instruction and
classroom management strategies; and
WHEREAS Mentoring Programs often serve the department or school as a way of indoctrinating the new
hires into the existing regime and are not focused on supporting the strengths and values new faculty
bring to the campus; and
WHEREAS many faculty are hesitant to participate in campus-wide PD and MP because they play an
insignificant role in a faculty member’s continuing appointment or promotion consideration, especially
at campuses which emphasize research and publication (publish or perish); and
WHEREAS Scholarly Ability is a valuable and integral part of a campus’ identity and one of five areas that
may be considered for retention, continuing appointment and promotion according to Board of Trustees
policies 7; and
WHEREAS according to SUNY Human Resources, 8 Academic Rank appointees are described through nine
different categories and only one is “conduct research” and “publish findings” the rest focus on teaching
and service; and
WHEREAS PD and MP provide value to the campus, can increase student retention, support new and
HURM faculty and WSTEM, and require faculty to engage all five areas of faculty evaluation (Mastery of
subject matter, Effectiveness in teaching, Scholarly Ability, Effectiveness in University service, and
Continuing growth) suggested by the BOT; and
WHEREAS without the significant and careful attention paid to the traditonal practices which maintain a
dominant focus on publication without acknowledging the importance of the other four areas, SUNY will
continue to limit pathways to retention, continuing appointment, and promotion.
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RESOLUTION:
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the UFS asks Campus Governance leaders, Chief Academic officers,
and faculty to work together to create pathways to continuing appointment and promotion that value
all five areas (Mastery of subject matter, Effectiveness in teaching, Scholarly Ability, Effectiveness in
University service, and Continuing growth) listed in the BOT’s Policies June 2014 9.
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